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On December 2, 2020, Pastor Shao Chenguang, a
renowned Old Testament scholar, along with
Pastor Su Wenlong, a professor at Logos
Evangelical Theological Seminary, paid a visit to
us. The staff members of Kairos warmly
welcomed them and not only gave them a tour
but also provided a detailed introduction to
Kairos' media ministry. They also discussed the
possibilities of collaborating in media ministry.
We thank the Lord that on the same day, Pastor
Su Wenlong participated in the program
recording, and several weeks later, Pastor Shao
Chenguang followed suit and joined us for a
program recording as well.
We kindly invite you to search for "Kairos Media"
on YouTube, subscribe, and follow our channel to
be the first to watch the exciting programs
presented by these pastors.

In response to the exploration and needs of
brothers and sisters regarding the "Faith and
Practice" curriculum, "Enlightening Hearts"
(WeChat Official Account) has launched two new
series titled "Discussions on Mental Health and
Well-being" and "Casual Talks on Discipleship." We
are honored to have Pastor Chen Zhiping and
Pastor/Dr. Chen Rongchao as the main speakers
for these programs. Pastor Chen Zhiping
graduated from Nanjing Union Theological
Seminary and further pursued advanced studies
at Fuller Theological Seminary in the United
States. He has also obtained a professional
license as a Los Angeles-based mental health
counselor and therapist through specialized
training. His lectures contribute to dispelling
people's fears about mental health disorders,
understanding the importance of mental health
and well-being, and aiding us in caring for those in
need in this area. Pastor Chen Rongchao holds a
Doctor of Theology degree and, after many years
of pastoral ministry, has retired and is currently
devoted to theological research and teaching. He
serves as a visiting professor at Divinity School of
Chung Chi College, The Chinese University of
Hong Kong. Both series of lectures are
broadcasted every Sunday.
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